AGNIHOTRA ASH MEDICINES
The healing power of the Agnihotra Homa
process is locked into the residual ash, and can
be therapeutically used in many ways by plant
life, animals, and humans. People all over the
planet have and are experiencing the medicinal
powers of Agnihotra Ash Medicines. Agnihotra
ash is also used to heal, strengthen, and protect
plants by adding Agnihotra Ash to the soil and
by making Agnihotra Ash plant food.

PRODUCING AGNIHOTRA MEDICINES
To produce Agnihotra medicines, proper
regular performance of Agnihotra according to
the disciplines is a must. This is to be done to
insure the unique potency which lies within the
ashes of the Agnihotra fire. This ash is the basic
substance necessary for preparation of all
Agnihotra medicines.
The ashes of Agnihotra fire have the
pharmaceutical name ʻAgnihotra Usta” (Latin:
Usta-burnt).
To u s e A g n i h o t r a U s t a
pharmaceutically, powder the ash and sift it
through a fine mesh. The result is Agnihotra
powder.
MEDICINES

Agnihotra Powder
Agnihotra Capsules
Agnihotra Ointment
Agnihotra Cream
Agnihotra Eyedrops
Agnihotra Suppositories
Agnihotra Inhalation

THE
RELIEF
CENTER

HOMA ORGANIC FARMING
HOMA ORGANIC FARMING is practical
hands on knowledge given to The Planet to
counter all the problems facing farming today in
such environmentally polluted conditions. Plant
disease, acid rain, mineral depletion of soil,
impure water supply, insect infestation, and the
disappearance of the farmerʼs best friends the
earthworm and honey bees are just some of the
existing problems that can be eradicated by
practice of HOMA ORGANIC FARMING. Even
drought and other unfavorable extreme weather
conditions can be effected by Weather
Engineering YAJNYAS (HOMAS) as given in
ATHARVA VEDA.
As pollution of the environment air, water,
and soil gradually makes it nearly impossible to
grow food and as the world food supply
decreases we will be forced to find a solution or
perish from lack of food. HOMA ORGANIC
FARMING IS THAT SOLUTION.
“THIS KNOWLEDGE CAN BE USED
BENEFICIALLY TO GROW CROPS WITHOUT
CHEMICALS AND PESTICIDES.
THIS IS
HOMA THERAPY ORGANIC FARMING. The
Process of AGNIHOTRA PYRAMID FIRE is the
basic HOMA. AGNIHOTRA is a must to sustain
life now.”
HOMA ORGANIC FARMING has a
tremendous beneficial effect on the following:
PLANT STRUCTURE AND PHYSIOLOGY
PLANT FUNCTIONS
CROP YIELD
SOIL
REPRODUCTION

AGNIHOTRA MANTRAS
AT SUNRISE
1. Sooryaya Svaha Sooryaya Idam Na Mama
Add the first portion of rice.
2. Prajapataye Svaha Prajapataye Idam Na Mama
Add the second portion of rice.

AT SUNSET
1. Agnaye Svaha Agnaye Idam Na Mama
Add the first portion of rice.
2. Prajapataye Svaha Prajapataye Idam Na Mama
Add the second portion of rice.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

AGNIHOTRA
THE ANCIENT SCIENCE OF HEALING

THE RELIEF CENTER
Homa Therapy is the RELIEF CENTER for the
ills of this planet, and lets face it, we all need
relief from something. Tension, stress, mental
and physical ailments abound in todayʼs fast
pace, fast food society. Not only are people
victim but also animals, plant life, soil, rain, the
food we eat, in fact all of Mother Earth.
The question: What is Homa Therapy? is
answered in the first chapter of the book
“HOMA THERAPY Our Last Chance” by Vasant
V. Paranjpe.
HOMA is a Sanskrit word used here
synonymously with YAJNYA. YAJNYA is the
technical term from the Vedic science of
bioenergy denoting the process of removing the
toxic conditions of the atmosphere through the
agency of fire. This means healing and purifying
of the atmosphere with fire as the medium. You
heal the atmosphere and the healed
atmosphere heals you. This is the central idea
in HOMA Therapy.
The words ʻHeal the
atmosphereʼ have widespread ramifications not
yet investigated by modern science.
YAJNYA replenishes the nutrients that pollutions
rob from our environment.
The molecular
change in the fission and fusion of atoms
causes properties of elements to change in
atomic structure and weight. The rotation of
electrons and neutrons varies speeds. If proper
insight is given to scientists we can show them

how this knowledge can be used beneficially in
some areas when looked at from the perspective
of YAJNYA.
HOMA Therapy is totally a revealed science.
It is as old as creation. In the course of time this
knowledge was lost but it is now being
resuscitated to give people guidance about how
to correct the polluted conditions of the planet
we find ourselves in today. HOMA Therapy
comes from VEDAS, the ancientmost body of
knowledge known to man.
When things go wrong due to pollution, the
elements of nature begin to change.
The
cohesion of atoms, fusion of atoms begins in a
different way as it is described in ATHARVA
VEDA. It is stated that if atoms begin refusion
and fission in an improper way, a civilization
could be destroyed.
If YAJNYA (HOMA) is
performed when this takes place it helps mold
things harmoniously and a new, beneficial
element is produced. Notice we do not say
created.
Nothing is created, only reshaped.
This
knowledge is HOMA Therapy.
This knowledge can be used in several
areas. The following list is illustrative and not
exhaustive.
• Psychotherapy
• Agriculture
• Environment
• Medicine
• Biogenetics
HOMAS heal all that needs to be healed from
the bowels of the earth to the Solar Range and
the Ozone Layer. The planet is telling us and
will continue to tell us in very harsh ways

that it needs to be healed. HOMA Therapy
is the science given to accomplish this gigantic
task, and AGNIHOTRA is the basic HOMA.
This knowledge of the science of HOMA
Therapy is now being offered nationally and
internationally. Demonstrations, classes, lectures,
DVDʼs, and CDʼs on HOMA Therapy medicinal
and HOMA Therapy agricultural applications are
available.
Let not your religious beliefs get in the way. It
has been stated: “You may worship in a Mosque
or Synagogue, in a forest or in a humble grass
hut. You may worship in a palace or under a box
on the city street. WE RECOGNIZE NO RACIAL
OR RELIGIOUS BOUNDARIES, IN LOVE NO
BOUNDARIES EXIST, NO LIMITATIONS. There
is a universality to this pyramid fire which goes
beyond all limitations of race, religions, culture.
One need not be a Christian, Hindu, Muslim,
Buddhist, Jewish. One can be all these things or
none of them. One need not be on any particular
spiritual path to practice this Fire. This is a fire
which is required by the planet to save itself.”
You can be assured that where ever this
science of HOMA Therapy is practiced regardless
of beliefs, disbeliefs, superstitions or whatever,
that that place will surely become a RELIEF
CENTER. Pollution has been described as a
ʻTicking Time Bombʼ let us with the science of
HOMA Therapy disengage this bomb and return
Planet Earth to itʼs Pristine Glory.

AGNIHOTRA MATERIALS
PYRAMID
BROWN RICE
GHEE (clarified butter)
DRIED COW DUNG

AGNIHOTRA
Agnihotra is a gift to humanity from ancientmost
Vedic sciences of bioenergy, medicine,
agriculture and climate engineering. Agnihotra is
the process of purification of the atmosphere
through the agency of fire prepared in a copper
pyramid tuned to the biorhythm of
sunrise/
sunset. By practice of Agnihotra you will notice
that tension on the mind disappears and you
begin to experience peace.
The mind is
reshaped so nicely, so delicately, so effortlessly
by sitting in Agnihotra atmosphere.
Agnihotra must be performed at the exact
timings of sunrise and sunset.

